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CENTRO TESSILE COTONIERO E

ABBIGLIAMENTO S.P.A.

PIAZZA SANT' ANNA 2

21052 BUSTO ARSIZIO VA, ITALY

OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100

Ditta Giovanni Lanfranchi S.p.A.
is granted the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 certification

and the right to use the trademark.

SCOPE

"LAMPO" metal zippers, either Standard and

Superlampo, coil zippers, either spiral and meander,

moulded zippers made of: cotton and polyester/cotton

tape raw, dyed polyester tape; metallized polyester,

polyurethane transparent or black, wool, raw, dyed or

mélange with or without the application of “Silicon” and

“Total silicon” polyurethane tapes transparent and

colored; with or without reinforcement tape (either in

transparent polypropylene or white polyester/cotton);

metal chain Standard with elements made of Brass eco,

Tin brass eco, “Alpacca eco”, natural Copper eco,

Aluminium eco, either in the finishings Black oxidized

eco, Black nickel eco, Antique nickel eco, Gun eco,

Antique gold eco, Bright brass eco, “Alpacca eco” bright

and Antique copper eco and varnished; metal chain

Superlampo with elements made of Aluminum eco or

Brass eco in the below listed finishings and varnished;

meander and spiral coil chain with polyester

monofilament in different colors; moulded chain in

polyamide resin and in acetal resin in different colors, …

[Please scan QR code for full scope]

PRODUCT CLASS

I (baby articles) - Annex 4

Further compliance information (REACH, SVHC, POP, GB18401

etc.) can be found on oeko-tex.com/en/faq.

 The certificate is based on the test methods and requirements of

the OEKO-TEX® STANDARD 100 that were in force at the time of

evaluation.

995097.O

CENTROCOT

This certificate 995097.O is valid until

02.01.2024.

 

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

✓ Test report : 22RA15152

✓ Declaration of conformity in accordance with

EN ISO 17050-1 as required by OEKO-TEX®

✓ OEKO-TEX® Terms of Use (ToU)

 

Chiara Salmoiraghi

OEKO-TEX® Certification Scheme Manager

Busto Arsizio, 2023-01-30


